This became clear last night, when I observed myself in slow-motion to see what energy movement/
steps happen, when I travel to somewhere within the dream of creation. From my present
consciousness space, the 22th ray, within the creator space. This became clear, and it feels as a truth
all the way. So sharing for the ones who resonate.
There are three main dimension rays disc that move like an eight through the Center Blue Sun
Generator space of the infinite dream. The center Earth dimension Rays with a horizontal center
disc movement, the left Galactic dimension Rays disc movement and the right Cosmic dimension
Rays disc movement. The Fourth, is the Infinite/creator center Core space, in this infinite and
deepest space within the dream we experience a vertical spiral movement. This is the space from
where you can travel to everywhere within the infinite dream of creation. So the creator, we find in
the deepest center of the dream creation. Every Ray color, in every Ray-movement disc, has its own
frequency embodiment and dream worlds. We call earth realms, galactic realms and cosmic realms
and creator realms. We live in a dream, within a dream, within a dream etc. That's why we
experience the feeling of infinity, that's what I believe to be the truth in this NOW moment.
The Earth, Galactic and Cosmic Ray disc, each have 7 Sun gateway portals and 1 main big Sun
gateway/ascension portal. This Big Sun portal is a zero-point Rainbow Ray portal that will ascent
you to the next disc of Rays. So from Earth to Galactic, to Cosmic and to the center of the infinite
space of creator. When you are ready to move to a new Disc of Rays, you will meet a soul who
embodies the Rainbow Ray and one, two or all three energetic ascension keys. Key 8, 15 and 22. I
know, because I am a Rainbow Ray. And in the Now, working from the 22 dimension, with all three
keys in alignment with dream creator.
These Big Suns, each disc has, work as an ascension portal in direct alignment to the center Blue
Sun generator of the dream creator. In the center, we have the 7 ray movement of creator, that
moves like a round spiral cycle. With three Big Suns, the higher gateway Golden Sun, the center
dream generator and transformator Blue Sun and the root gateway Silver Sun. Connected to the
three worlds, Above, center and below. The other three Ray discs, Earth dimension Rays, Galactic
dimension Rays and the Cosmic dimension Rays move like an eight and are centered in the Blue
Generator Sun of the dream creator. When I look at it as a whole, it shows me the geometry of an
infinite lotus movement.
So we have 4x7 smaller Gateway Suns = 28.
The three dimension rays with the eight movement also have one Big Sun Gateway. So three Big
Gateway Suns within the eight Ray movement dimensions and two big Gateway Suns in the center
Creator ray movement of the dream, the higher gateway Sun and the root Gateway Sun. In
counting, I leave out the Creator Blue Center Sun. Because that's the core and generator of the
dream. Not a gateway. So if we start counting, we come too; 28 small Suns + 5 Big Suns = 33
Gateways within the dream of creation. When we do +1 and also count the generator of this dream,
we come to 34=7. Do you feel it clicking now? LOL
And guess what my numerology is in this dream incarnation round? I am a 34/7 LOL! The answer
was already within my numerology. For me, this feels like the original movement. So that's why I
am sharing it for the ones who resonate.
Love to you all, Qizenna.

